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In mathematical morphology, the transformations commonly used
are set-set transformations. (e.g. dilation, erosion, skeletoni-
zation, etc •••). These transformations provide shape and size descrip-
tors. Unfortunali ty, most of the real-world images cannot bemod.elledWith
sets, without losing a large part of their significance. Generally,
an image is represented by a function, say f, defined on a certain
field X. If x E X, f(x) is the grey tone of the image at point x.
In signal processing, the transformations commonly used are
fu."Tlction-functiontransformations (e.g. gradient modulus, anamor-
phosis, etc •••). These transformations are effective in image-
erillancement,but are not adapted to pattern-recognition.
IJost of the time, image analysis consists of tviO steps: first the
image-enhancement, and second the Quantification. Using both
domains reQuires a change of work-space.
This paper deals wi.th two classes of transformation the function-
set and the set-function transformations

f1athemati ca1 t1orphology
Pattern recognition
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Lne function-set transformc'1tions : some of these are in common use
(e.g. thresholding). We present here some finer transformations,
~hich lead to image-segmentation processes using the local extrema
of a function.
~he set-function transformations : the use of these transformations
provides illuminating descriptions of set-segmentation problems.
All these classes of transformations may be used in seQuential or
iterative processes. Several examples are given.



Until recently, the transformations most commonly
used L~ Mathematical Morphology were set-set transformations.
Startir~ from a set X, we defined a transformation T ; a new
set T(X) was produced. Such transformations provide shape and
size descriptors. For instance, the erosion by a ball B is a
good descriptor of the size of the co~~ected components of the

X e B = {x E R2
1 Ex C X}

These transformations are ve~J effective, provided
that it is possible to easily define the set X which we want
to analyse. Unfortunately, most of the real-world images cannot
be modelled with sets. For example, an lliage analyser will
not "see" a cytological sample as a set of cells on a more-or-
less homogeneous background, but as a function f defined in the
field of study : f(x) is the grey-tone of the image at point x.

On the other hand, there exist function - :function
transformations. These transformations are very powerful in
image-erulancement, noise-Cleaning etc ••• , but are not adapted
to pattern rec'Jgnition. As an eX8.mple : how does one distinzc:lsb.
between cells without nuclei and cells with nuclei if one
}mows only the grey-tone function of the image. If we use or~y
function-function transformations, the solution does not seem
obvious. On the contrary, the set-set transformations provide
a very simple solution : if we denote by X the set of the cells
and by y the set of the nuclei, one can use Y. as a marker for
the reconstruction of X by successive dilations. (For this
algorithm, see [1J).

t;ost of the time, image analysis consists of tViQ
different steps: first the image-enhancement, using function-
function transformations, and then the pattern recognition and
quantification of the features detected in the image (Set-set
transformations domain). Using both domains requires a change



of work-space : This change of work-space is performed by two
new kinds of transformations : the function-set transformations
and the set-function transformations. The set-function transfor-
mations are verJ helpful in many problems of set-segmentation.

We shall describe these various transformations and
we shall see their use in sequential and iterative processes.

The thresholding operation is in co~~on use. The
philosophy of this transformation is the following : the objects
of interest are supposed to have an almost constant grey level
which is different from that of the backgrou..n.d.The image can
be modelled by a positive function ft defined in a subset D

')

of R~. To threshold the image f at level a consists in replacing f
by a subset X of D defined as follows :

X = {x E D I 0 s fex) < a}

By this transformationt we hope to separate the
objects of interest from the background. Ever'J point belonging
to the phase of study is supposed to have a grey level lower
than at ~nd every point of the background a grey level greater
than a. This simple operation raises ~wo very important problems

- The first one is a problem of choice of tile parameter
a. What criterion can be used to select the optimum value of a ?
In many cases, this criterion is visual. The operator selects a
value of a which corresponds to the best result for his eyes.
This method is indeed very simple, but also very dangerous: we

cia not ; in area measurement, the re suI t may vary by 30 7; from
one operator to another !).



phases of the image. The assumption that the grey levels of the
different phases of the picture are well separated and almost
constant is a ve~J severe hypothesis. In practice, we often deal
with irll~omogeneousbackgrolLn2s, variations in grey values from
one point to another, etc ••• PQrthermore, this approach to the
problem is unrealistic : before we transform a grey-tone picture
into a binary one, we have already assumed that the picture is
binar]

Many solutions have been proposed in recent years to
solve the first problem. The simplest one is the following :
let us consider a ~no-phase image (objects and background). We
can compute the grey-levelsdensitogram of this picture. If the
picture was perfectly two-valued, the grey levels densitogram
would be that of Figure 1, with go and g1 being the grey values
of the background and the objects resp., and Po and P1 the
amounts of background and particles.
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Thresholding a perfectly two-valued
function: (a) grey level densitogram

(b) video signal



In this case, every value a of the thresholding
fallL~g between go and g1 would perfectly separate the ~vo
phases. In fact, the boundaries are not that sharp because
of convolution phenomenae introduced by the optical and elec-
tronic devices ; the real densitogram is given in Figure 2.
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The optimum value of the threshold is now the value
a' which corresponds to a minimum of the densitogram function.



This method is effective provided that the percen-
tages of the two phases are not too different. If such is not
the case, finding a minimum is not very easy (Figure 3).

Figure 3 : Po and P1 are too different

A more interesting method consists in taking
into account the gradient-modulus of the grey-tone function
f, which is supposed to be differentiable. We define a new
function g :

g(x) = Igrad f(x)!

The m~~imum values of this function are obtained for
the picture-points belonging to the boundaries of objects. The
grey-value of these points gives the optimu.m threshold. (fi.gure 4).
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g, grey level
Ave(g) = Mean value (Igrad f(x)l)

(¥x : f(x) = g)

Let us now consider a multilevel image : we call
mul tilevel image an image in \vhich we can distinguish n different
phases. It 80ems easy, a priori, to threshold such an image,
using n-1 values of threshold ai• Actually, in most cases, this
solution introduces verJ important measurement biases, as can be
seen in the following example :



Imagine a three-phase image of inclusions in steel
(Figure 5). We find steel, inclusions, and sulfide deposits
around the inclusions.

Three-phase image -(a) ideal video signal ; (b) real
signal ; (c) Bias in thresholded picture.

Along the line AB, the ideal video signal should be
the signal (a). In fact, we find the signal (b). If we want to
separate the inclusions and the sulfide deposits using the
threshold a, we introduce a bias in the area of the inclusions.
To eliminate this error, it would be better to use not a consta.."lt
threshold value, but rather one depending upon the coordinates
of the points in the picture.

So, the class of "thresholdable" images is very poor.
In many cases, simple thresholdin~ is a very coarse operation,



simply because the assu~ptions made concerning the grey-tone
distributions of the pictures are not verified.

2) - Towards a solution to the thresholding problem
Vihat can we possibly do then, 'linenthresholding does

not work? Given a picture, we want to separate the various
phases (particles from background, for instance). The grey-tone
function f of the image is supposed to be differentiable. This
function is positive, bounded and, for simplicity's sake, norma-
lized to 1 :

The question is : Can we give a mathematical definition
of \vhat we call "an individualized object"? For that, it is
helpful to study the intuitive notion of an object: an object
is a cop~ected component of the image. This connected component
does not necessarily have a constant grey value. Imagine a bounded
particle X in a field ; let x be a point inside X. Starting from
x and following a straight line in any direction, we cross the
boundary of X. What criterion do we use to detect this boundary?
~e rely, indeed, upon the most rapid variation in grey levels
along the line. This variation can be quantified with the gradient
modulus of f :

g(x) = Igrad f(X) I

So, it is possible to mark every object in the field
by detecting the minima of the gradient-modulus (:B~igure6).



3) - I.linimaof a function
Let h be the grey value function of an image. As

before, we have 0 ~ hex) ~ 1 for any point XED. Using the
vocabulary of geography, we can interpret h as a relief function.
The surface of the relief is the set G of all points [x, hex)].
Suppose we can wander over this surface. We shall say that a
point p[x ,hex) ] of G is minimul'1liff1.:.tis impossible, starting
from p, to reach ar~point ~[y,h(y)] of G, with hey) < hex), using
an a continuously descending path.

Let Z be the set of minimum points of G. By extension,
each cOimected component of Z is said to be a minimum. It is
easy to prove that if p[x ,hex) ] and q[y ,hey) ] of G belong to
the same minimlun, we will have :

Let r[z,hlz)] be a point of G and K a connected
conponent of Z. The point r is said to be linked to K, if

there exists a descending path starting at r and ending at a point



We can see that a point r of G may be linked to
several components Ki of Z. But on the contrarJ, there exists
no point of G which is isolated (that is to say, not linked to
at least one Ki). We define as zone of influence of Ki, the
set of points r of G li~~ed to Ki only.

If we now apply these definitions to the gradient
function g of the image, we can separate objects by computing
the zones of influence of the minima of the gradient. The follo-
wing pictures (Fig. 7 to 9) illustrate this algorithm. The sample
used is an X-ray photograph of pores in a radioactive material.
As can be seen, the final picture (figure 8) i·s over-segmented ;
but it is easy to eliminate false boundaries by taking into
account the maxima of the grey-tone function (we can defin~ a
maximum of a function as we did for the minimum).



Thresholding of the pores, after elimination of
false boundaries.

The same algoritr~ can be used for more sophisticated
As an exanple, Figures 10 and 11 shoVl the result

obtained in the segmentation of a S.E.r,':. micrograph of cleavage
fractures in steel.



It is important to note that no parameter is introduced
in the process. It is interesting to find that the algorithm when
used with the picture of pores, is Quite similar to a variable

Sca~~ing Electron Microscope micrograph of a
fracture in steel.



- Given a function (chosen by the operator depending
upon the problem to be solved), find the extrema (Minima or
I\"axima)

If necessary, suppress false signals by comparisons
between extrema of different fQ~ctions.

It is also possible_ to use both minima and maxima
of a function to solve more refined problems.

These transforrna·tions are not yet commonlyused.
But they seem to be very powerful for many problems of image
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vVhat is the utility of this operation ? The main
advantage is to be able to look at Some problems from a different
angle. As an example, let us consider the problem of the segmen-
tation of balls (for this problem, see [2]). This problem can be
seen as a pu:re set-set transformation problem. But it is also
possible to solve it by set-function and function-set transforma-
tions. (The final result is the same in each case !).

Let X, subset of R2, be a finite union of disks:
n

X:: U
p=1

B (x..." 'A ),~ p

The function h introduced here is the euclidian
distance function of the points x E X to the boundary of X :

d(x , oX)
o

Let us now compute the maxima of this function, and
build their zones of influence. We obtain a new set which is the
union of the segmented disks and the background. (Figure 12).

In the case where the disks of the population can
be separated, the maxima of h are none other than the centers
of the disks. Their zones of influence have for their boundaries
either the bo~~da~J oX of the population, or the lines of contact
of the disks. When assimilating h to a relief function, these
later lines are the pass lines of the surface of the relief.

Notice the main difference between the two methods :
the first one (set-set transformation) defines the contact
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lines, while the second one finds every point of X which is not a
contact line.

There exist other applications of this algorithnle

They have not all been explored, because the family of decreasing
transformations is very large.

All these methods are operational. The algoritr~s can
be perfonned with a texture analyser. ~TIen combined with a nume-
ric fast-access memory, the analysis of grey-tone images could
be every fast, even when sophisticated algorithms are used.

In this paper, we tried to fill in the gap between
the two great domains of image analysis : the space of fl1nctions
and the space of sets. This note is the first approach to problems
of changing from one space to the other. It is for this reason
that we din not present many algorithms and applications, but on
the contrary, tried to layout a methodology and. to explain the
philosophy of such transforms.
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